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What happens 
when 430,000 

employees want  
to become  

design thinkers?

At IBM, one of the world’s 

largest companies, we’re on a 

mission to create a sustainable 

culture of design and to 

bring human-centered design 

to our thousands of product 

experiences. To accomplish 

this goal, we’ve launched a new 

design organization based in 

Austin, Texas, where designers, 

engineers, and product managers 

collaborate to help change our 

approach to software design and 

to impact humanity in ways that 

matter and endure. 

As IBMers, we don’t just make great products.  
We painstakingly craft experiences that  

delight our users and shape the future.



The challenge of driving such a massive 
cultural change isn’t insignificant. At IBM, 
we are practicing design thinking at a global 
scale and at a level of complexity that has 
never been seen before. With product teams 
dispersed across the globe, collaboration 
and alignment among key stakeholders in our 
organization can be extremely challenging. 
Likewise, the deep legacy of many of our 
products and businesses makes it particularly 
challenging to implement positive change.
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Our program

The IBM Design Education + Activation program exists to spearhead 

and catalyze this change by producing and delivering active learning 

experiences around the world. In 2014, our team engaged over 

five thousand IBMers—educating them about design frameworks 

and methodologies, coaching their teams, facilitating problem 

solving, advancing their practice, and inspiring their leaders. 

Design  
at scale.



How do you…  ?
What happens when…  ?

Who are the…  ?
How might we…  ?

These are the types of 

questions we’ve been  

trying to answer in 2014.



How do you  
get hundreds  

of product  
teams to work  

in a new way?

In team-focused Designcamps, our 

Education + Activation team works 

directly with IBM product team 

members to advance their work using a 

user-centered design thinking approach. 

Different Designcamp versions meet  
different audience needs. 

Designcamp for Executives  
A one-day program that introduces IBM executives  
to design thinking

Designcamp for Product Managers 
A two-day program specific to the product management 
discipline and held at IBM sites around the world

Designcamp for Product Teams  
An intensive, five-day program where interdisciplinary  
teams infuse their projects with deep empathy for their  
users while learning design thinking in a collaborative,  
hands-on environment
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1 Representatives from a product team 
working collaboratively on an empathy map 
empathy map to share knowledge, better 
understand the user, and provoke additional 
questions

2 An empathy map

“ I usually find workshops detached from reality, so my past experiences have made me skeptical — 
but your team changed my attitude. You managed to balance between theory and hands-on  
learning, which I think is key for a successful workshop. On top of that, your entire team is very  
helpful, enthused, and attentive to all of the participants. Well done!” —IBM Engineer, Security division 



130,200
Post-it® notes

2,700
Sharpie® pens

680
dry erase markers

5,400
voting dots

In 2014, our 5-day Designcamp for 

Product Teams program used…
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1 Storyboarding an idea for an improved user experience

2 Product team members parsing feedback from a proxy user session

3 Participants use an overhead document cam while learning how to share  
low-fidelity paper prototypes with remote team members

4 A product team’s sub-group performs an improv-style sketch to demonstrate 
an improved user experience with an emphasis on human-centered storytelling

“ The best thing about Designcamp for Product Teams (aside from the 
camaraderie that we built) was the in-person collaboration with our team 
and having design facilitators help us through our problem solving using 
common artifacts.” —IBM Senior Architect, PaaS products



Micro Project 2: 
Focus on Delivery

What happens 
when 80 new 

designers start 
their jobs on  

the same day?

Designcamp for New Hires

We’re hiring hundreds of new designers 

into our organization. Designcamp for 

New Hires enables us to successfully 

attract, elevate, and deploy designers  

to our software product teams.

Designcamp for New Hires is a launchpad for designers new to 
the IBM Design organization. During the first three months of 
their employment, these emerging designers are prepared to 
actively contribute to software product teams and to practice 
design thinking at scale. Through project-based learning, the 
program emphasizes collaboration and empathy across the 
design, business, and engineering disciplines. This program 
provides an important bridge between the academic and 
professional experiences.

Design Thinking Basics

Focus on  
Interdisciplinary  

Collaboration

Onboarding Deployment to  
Product Teams

Week   1 1211109765432 8

Micro Project 1:  
Focus on Strategy

Dev Week Studio Incubator Project: 
Focus on Domain Expertise



“ The projects assigned to us are extremely demanding and at times, due to their complexity and 
scale, they can … seem almost impenetrable. We sketch, we write, we talk, we make. There is a 
constant energy throughout the studio and a constant flow of coffee to sustain us. Tensions can 
be high and deadlines are tight. We fail, we fail fast, and we try again.” —IBM Design new hire



110
United States

A Global Recruiting Effort

10
Ireland

6
U.K.

9
China

In 2014, 129 emerging designers began their 
careers as IBM designers by attending our 
Designcamp for New Hires program.

Students hired internationally attend Designcamp for New Hires 
and return back to their home country to work on a product team.  

The bar is extremely high for incoming IBM designers. In 2014, 
approximately 2,300 portfolios were reviewed to fill 129 positions. 



“ Each day at Designcamp for New Hires I am surrounded by passionate,  
smart thinkers who simply want to make a change in the world through 
design. My experience so far has, without question, broadened my  
perception of design, its value, and its potential.” —IBM Design new hire

1 Even on the first day of their new jobs, designers quickly jump 
into collaborative activities to build trust and understanding

2 Newly-hired designers from Shanghai (who will return home after 
their 3-month Designcamp experience) learn how to lead and 
facilitate design thinking practices on a product team

3 All design disciplines—UX, visual, research, FED—work closely 
together to explore and prototype solutions for their users

1

2

3
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Who are the 
design leaders 

of tomorrow and 
how can we 

engage them?

Maelstrom Internship Program

We’re not just building a design-led  

IBM for today—we’re looking decades 

ahead and cultivating the next 

generation of design leaders. 

Our internship experience, called Maelstrom, further extends 
the bridge between the academic and professional. Intern 
cohorts of 15 are flown to the Austin Design Studio thrice 
annually and are immersed in design thinking methods and 
radical collaboration. Over the course of the 8–10 week 
program, our interns are armed with the tools they need to 
evangelize and enact IBM Design’s mission of cultural change. 
Maelstrom interns’ needs are met through a competitive salary 
complete with full housing, travel, and transportation stipends.

Design Thinking Basics

Placed into  
interdisciplinary 

teams of 5

Intake Final presentations to 
project stakeholders,  

possible job offers

Micro Project:  
Focus on Research and Strategy

Sponsor Project: 
Focus on Interdisciplinary Collaboration, Domain Expertise, and Delivery 



“ Maelstrom interns bring talent, passion, and imagination to design  
that authentically expresses the character of IBM. They’re what we  
need in the next generation of IBMers.” —Jon Iwata, IBM Senior Vice President, 

Marketing and Communications
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1 Interns collaborate to articulate user needs 
based on market, stakeholder, and primary 
user research

2 Front end developers and UX designers 
work side-by-side to develop user flows



“ Our amazing @ibmdesign interns… IBM’s greatest 
resource—our people. Congrats #ibmmaelstrom grads!”
 —Phil Gilbert, General Manager, IBM Design
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1 Maelstrom program director Devin O’Bryan 
coaching interns during preparation for 
presentations to executive stakeholders

2 Demonstrating a high-fidelity prototype in  
working code to product team stakeholders

3 Collaboratively sketching wireframes
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How might we 
elevate a global 

workforce with  
a travel budget  

of zero?

Designline Webcast Series

Through our interactive weekly 

Designline webcast series, we 

reach IBMers around the world. 

Each hour-long episode features 

a deep-dive on a particular 

design-related topic area, bringing 

together practitioners and subject 

matter experts to present case 

studies, share best practices, and 

answer questions.

Case studies and interviewsTopic introduction and overview

Live-stream chat pod with dedicated subject matter experts to answer questions and post links to resources into the chat pod

Practical advice and guidance

Speaking guests answer  
selected questions from  
the live-stream chat pod 

Speaking guests answer  
selected questions from  
the live-stream chat pod 



2014 Designline episode topics 
(series began in November 2014)

Introduction to  
IBM Design Thinking

Introduction to Hills

Introduction to Sponsor Users

Introduction to Playbacks

Introduction to the  
IBM Design Language

Product Management Overview

“ The most recent Designline episode was just phenomenal!  
It was really, really helpful and answered lots of questions that  
we had about conducting user research.” —IBM Program Analyst

1

1 IBM Design General manager Phil Gilbert 
speaking to hundreds of live participants 
during a Designline webcast episode



“ It’s like listening to NPR. You mix a perfect blend of practical knowledge, 
actual case studies with IBM guests, and examples of how we can 
improve our own team’s work. More, please.” —IBM UX Designer 
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1 An IBM Design Executive talking about her team’s experience 
in setting short- and long-term goals for product release 
planning while Education + Activation team members 
moderate the webcast’s live-stream chat pod. 

2 An IBM Design Program Lead offering actionable advice for 
performing user and market research



So, is it  
working?

“ I’ve never had an experience at IBM like this 
before—and I’ve been here a long time. I’m 
more excited to get back to work next week 
than I have been since I started working 
with IBM [more than 20 years ago].”  

 —Executive Architect, Mobile Innovation

Absolutely. 

In 2014, IBM Design was just getting started and 

we’re already showing impressive accomplishments 

in important business areas like our new Bluemix 

developers platform. Bluemix was built from the 

ground up using IBM Design Thinking and has 10 

times more users today than initially projected.

Similar successes are common. According to Liz Holz, 

Design Lead for IBM’s Security Division, “IBM Design’s 

Education + Activation program has helped all of my 

teams transform our product development processes 

by increasing efficiency, enabling collaboration, and 

placing our emphasis back on the user.”




